An Ocean of Reading
Grades 6-8

Young Adult Recommendations
Where the World Ends
McCaughrean, Geraldine

YA MCCAUGHR

Every summer, Quill and his friends are put ashore
on a remote sea stac to hunt birds. But this summer,
no one arrives to take them home. Surely nothing
but the end of the world can explain why they've
been abandoned--cold, starving, and clinging to life,
in the grip of a murderous ocean. How will they
survive such a forsaken place of stone and sea?
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Crown of Coral and Pearl
Rutherford, Mara
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Song Below Water
Morrow, Bethany C.

YA BUFORD

A metaphorical tale follows the experiences of a black
teen siren and her haunted best friend, who find
themselves targeted by violence when they are unable
to hide their supernatural identities in an alternate
world that discriminates against magic.
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The Liars of Mariposa Island
Mathieu, Jennifer
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YA FARID

Wave
Farid, Diana

When her best friend's cancer returns in the summer
of 1987, none of her usual pursuits--surfing, singing, or
reading poetry--can keep thirteen-year-old Ava afloat.
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YA MEYER

Instant Karma
Meyer, Marissa

Prudence Daniels wakes up one day, gifted with the
ability to cast instant karma on those around her.
She giddily makes use of the power, punishing
everyone from public vandals to mean gossips, but
there is one person on whom her powers consistently
backfire: Quint Erickson, her slacker of a lab partner.
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Tides of Mutiny
Rode, Rebecca

Hoopla audiobook

YA RODE

In a world where female sailors are executed, Lane
Garrow, who is hiding as a cabin boy, finds her very
survival tied to a mysterious prince who could be her
downfall, while pirates, betrayal and death threaten
those she loves.

Don't Date Rosa Santos
Moreno, Nina

YA MATHIEU

Every year, summer begins when the Callahans
arrive on Mariposa Island. That's when Elena Finney
gets to escape her unstable, controlling mother by
babysitting for their two children. And the summer
of 1986 promises to be extra special when she meets
J.C., the new boy in town, whose kisses make Elena
feel like she's been transported to a new world.
Joaquin Finney can't imagine why anyone would
want to come to Mariposa Island. He just graduated
from high school and dreams about going to
California to find his father and escape his mother's
manipulation.
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After smuggling herself onto the RMS Titanic,
British-Chinese teenager Valora Luck reunites with
her twin brother and tries to convince him that their
acrobatic training could be their ticket to a better life.

YA RUTHERFO

For generations, the crown princes of Ilara have
married the most beautiful maidens from the ocean
village of Varenia. Nor once dreamed of seeing the
mysterious mountain kingdom for herself, but after
a childhood accident left her with a scar, she knew
her twin sister, Zadie, would likely be chosen to
marry the crown prince. Then Zadie is injured, and
Nor is sent to Ilara in her place. She soon discovers
her future husband, Prince Ceren, is as forbidding
and cold as his home. And as she grows closer to
Ceren's brother, Prince Talin, Nor learns of a failing
royal bloodline, a murdered queen...and a plot to
destroy her village. To save her people, Nor must
learn to negotiate the treacherous protocols of a
court where lies reign and obsession rules...but
discovering her own formidable strength may cost
her everything she loves.

YA LEE

Luck of the Titanic
Lee, Stacey

Hoopla audiobook

YA MORENO

Rosa Santos is cursed by the sea--at least, that's what
they say. Dating her is bad news, especially if you're a
boy with a boat. But Rosa feels more caught than
cursed. Caught between cultures and choices. Between
her abuela, a beloved healer and pillar of their
community, and her mother, an artist who crashes in
and out of her life like a hurricane. Between Port
Coral, the quirky South Florida town they call home,
and Cuba, the island her abuela refuses to talk about.
As her college decision looms, Rosa collides--literally-with Alex Aquino, the mysterious boy with tattoos of
the ocean whose family owns the marina. With her
heart, her family, and her future on the line, can Rosa
break a curse and find her place beyond the horizon?
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The Good Hawk
Elliott, Joseph

YA ELLIOTT

Ain't Burned All The Bright
Reynolds, Jason

A maligned defender with unique animalcommunication talents and a sea-hating angler who
wants to avoid an arranged marriage team up on a
quest in a haunted region of nomads to protect
their clans from a mysterious threat.

House of Salt and Sorrows
Craig, Erin A

YA REYNOLDS

A smash up of art and text that viscerally captures
what it means to not be able to breathe, and how the
people and things you love most are actually the
oxygen you most need.
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YA CRAIG

Isle of Blood and Stone
Lucier, Makiia

When her beautiful sisters are cursed to dance at
glittering balls night after night before they start dying
in tragic accidents, Annaleigh questions her
involvement with a mysterious stranger and wonders
if she will be next.

YA LUCIER

When two maps surface, each bearing the same
hidden riddle, nineteen-year-old Elias, a royal
mapmaker, sets sail with King Ulises to uncover longheld secrets behind the mysterious disappearance of
the king's two young brothers eighteen years earlier.
Hoopla e-book

Pacifica
Simmons, Kristen,

YA SIMMONS

Ship Breaker
Bacigalupi, Paolo

After surviving overcrowding, disease, and
unemployment, five hundred lottery winners are
promised a new start on Pacifica, but Marin Carey,
corsario royalty, knows no island paradise exists.

We Were Liars
Lockhart, E.

A tale set in a Gulf Coast shanty town 100 years in the
future finds teen Nailer dreaming of a better life on
the sea before discovering a beached clipper ship and
lone survivor.
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YA LOCKHART

The Vanishing Deep
Scholte, Astrid

A beautiful and distinguished family. A private island.
A brilliant, damaged girl; a passionate, political boy. A
group of four friends--the Liars--whose friendship
turns destructive. A revolution. An accident. A secret.
Lies upon lies. True love. The truth. Read it. And if
anyone asks you how it ends, just LIE.
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YA BACIGALU

YA SCHOLTE

"Seventeen-year-old Tempe brings her dead sister back
to life for twenty-four hours in hopes of unraveling
the truth behind their parents' death.
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Graphic Novels
YA GN TINTIN
"Secret of the Unicorn"
The Adventures of Tintin: Volume 3
Hergé

Tintin and his trusty dog, Snowy, are always on
the lookout for adventure. In this installment,
a clue hidden in a toy ship leads Tintin on a
dangerous treasure hunt.
The Girl from the Sea
Ostertag, Molly Knox
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YA GN OSTERTAG

Fifteen-year-old Morgan has a secret: she can't
wait to escape the tiny island where she lives,
where no one understands her, and no one
knows she wants to kiss a girl. Then one night,
Morgan is saved from drowning by a mysterious
girl named Keltie. But Keltie has secrets. As the
girls become friends and then start to fall in love,
everything they're each trying to hide will find
its way to the surface. . . whether Morgan is
ready or not.
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YA GN TAMAKI
This One Summer
Tamaki, Mariko
Every summer, Rose goes with her mom and dad
to a lake house in Awago Beach. It's their getaway,
their refuge. Rosie's friend Windy is always there,
too, like the little sister she never had. But this
summer is different. Rose's mom and dad won't
stop fighting, and when Rose and Windy seek a
distraction from the drama, they find themselves
with a whole new set of problems. It's a summer
of secrets and sorrow and growing up, and it's a
good thing Rose and Windy have each other.

Adora and the Distance
Bernardin, Marc

YA GN BERNARDI

Following the epic adventures of Adora, a brave
young woman of color who lives in a fantastical
world with underground pirates, ghosts, and a
mysterious force called "The Distance" which
threatens to destroy it all and only Adora can stop it.
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